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Persistent Droplet Motion in Liquid-Liquid Dewetting
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When a nonvolatile liquid film dewets from a partly compatible liquid substrate, the advancing
dewetting front leaves behind droplets formed through a Rayleigh instability mechanism at its rim. We
have found that these droplets continue to move in the direction of the dewetting front for extended
periods (of order one day) with an initial droplet velocity varying linearly with the droplet size, and a
displacement varying logarithmically with time. We attribute this persistent motion to a transient
surface tension gradient on the substrate liquid surface trailing the dewetting front.
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FIG. 1. dOS-rich droplets on an OEP-rich substrate following
dewetting by the overlying dOS-rich film. (b) is imaged 70 min
following (a), and shows the displacement of droplets relative
to an impurity-pinned (stationary) droplet (arrows). A and B
are two droplets of different cap diameter, showing clearly that
the larger droplets move faster. The inset of (b) shows the
motion of the front as it sheds droplets at its rim. (c) Position
xd of OEP droplets on an hOS substrate as a function of time t
after being shed from the dewetting OEP film. Droplet cap
diameters Dd are indicated. The solid curves correspond to
Eq. (3) (indicated), with the single value C=Dd � 0:44 and t0 �
layers. Each layer is ca. 90% enriched in the majority
component (either hOS, dOS, or OEP), with an interfacial

62:5 min used for all curves. Where the solid curves cannot be
distinguished they are overlaid by the data points.
The spontaneous breakup and contraction of liquid
films from substrates that they do not fully wet —dewet-
ting—is an everyday phenomenon with considerable
practical importance, and has been studied and analyzed
since at least the time of Laplace [1–3]. The dewetting of
a nonvolatile liquid film (say, A) from a planar solid
substrate (B) is reasonably well understood; as the rim
of A recedes from a dewetted region, it breaks up by
Rayleigh instability leaving stationary droplets behind
on the surface of B. Recently we reported on the dewet-
ting of a liquid film from a liquid substrate with which it
is partly compatible (each of the coexisting phases con-
taining some 10% of the minority component), initiated
by a Marangoni-like effect at the sample edges [4,5]. For
such liquid-liquid dewetting, droplets of A are also shed at
the receding A front [e.g., inset of Fig. 1(b)], but, in
contrast to liquid-solid dewetting, such droplets persist
in their motion for extended periods. This droplet motion
appears intrinsic to liquid-liquid dewetting, contrasting
with situations where droplets driven by gradients, either
of surface temperature or of surfactant-induced surface
tension, have been seen to move freely on solid surfaces
[6–9]. Here we investigate the origin of this motion, and
show that this remarkably persistent effect is consistent
with a weak, slowly relaxing lateral composition gradient
at the dewetted liquid substrate, arising from the fact that
the two liquid phases are partly compatible.

The liquids used were hydrogenated oligomeric styrene
(hOS, Polymer Laboratories, U.K.), deuterated oligo-
meric styrene (dOS), and oligomeric ethylene-propylene
(OEP). Their characteristics are given in Table I. The hOS
and dOS are both only slightly miscible with the OEP, and
all are Newtonian liquids. Bilayers of the OEP and either
the hOS or dOS were created by spin casting a symmetric
mixture of the two from a common solvent (toluene) onto
gold-coated silicon wafers, forming a thin film that rap-
idly phase separated into two coexisting planar liquid
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region of ca. 30 nm width between the layers [5]. Droplets
shed by the dewetting front [inset of Fig. 1(b)] as it moves
from the edges inwards towards the sample center persist
in their motion for extended periods. This is seen in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) (for the couple dOS/OEP), which
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TABLE I. Characteristics of liquids used.

Mw � (298 K) Tg �
Liquid (g=mole) (Poise) (K) (mN=m)

hOS 580 �100 255 30–32
dOS 580 15 250 29–32
OEP 2000 50 213 30–33
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also show that larger droplets move faster. Figure 1(c)
summarizes the motion for 5 droplets of differing cap
sizes in a different dewetting experiment (using the
couple OEP/hOS).

What causes such persistent droplet motion? It is
clearly not an inertial effect; rather, it must be driven
by a gradient (@�=@x) in surface tension �, where x is the
direction of motion of the dewetting front, which the
droplets follow. The origin of this gradient may be attrib-
uted with the help of Fig. 2. Far from the dewetting rim,
on the right-hand side (RHS) of Fig. 2 (cut a), the two
liquid layers are in coexistence, with the composition
profile between them—directly determined via nuclear
reaction analysis [5]—as indicated in the lower RH com-
position (A) depth (z) profile. At the interface midplane
at S, the compositions A � A;S � B � B;S � 0:5
are roughly equal. When the top (A-rich) liquid layer
dewets, its front detaches at position x1 (say, at time t1)
from the (B-rich) lower liquid substrate. The interfacial
composition or volume fractions A;S; B;S at x1 must
then instantaneously correspond to their value at the
midplane S of the interfacial region between the coexist-
ing A-enriched and the B-enriched layers, i.e., A;S �
B;S � 0:5. This is indicated in cut b (Fig. 2) and the
corresponding A vs z profile (Fig. 2). Since the compo-
FIG. 2. Top half: schematic illustration of the dewetting of
the B-rich substrate by the A-rich upper film. Composition-
depth (z) profiles A�z� of the A-rich phase taken through cuts
a–e are indicated in the lower half. The decay in the surface
composition A;S of the A-rich phase at the surface S of the
liquid substrate occurs progressively with increasing time due
to diffusion of A into the substrate after the front has passed.
The broken line in the lower half shows the decay of A;S along
the substrate surface; this decay is the origin of the surface
tension gradient driving the droplets.
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sition in the bulk of the B-rich substrate film is very
different from this, with A;bulk � 0:1, the surface com-
position at x1 (A � 0:5) is out of equilibrium and begins
to relax by diffusion towards A;bulk. Regions of the
substrate film that were exposed by dewetting the top
layer at positions x2, x3, etc., at earlier times t2, t3, etc.,
will by then have relaxed progressively further toward
A;bulk, as indicated in the corresponding A vs z profiles
(cuts c, d, and e going from right to left in Fig. 2). This
implies that there will be a gradient (@A=@x) in the
volume fraction A � A;S along the substrate surface,
with A � 0:5 just near the dewetting front, and progres-
sively lower at positions that were dewetted earlier, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 by the locus of A�x� (broken line,
lower half of Fig. 2). This gradient makes it favorable for
the A-enriched droplets to move in the direction of the
receding front (A-richer surface composition), which is,
indeed, the direction of motion observed.

We may use this model to derive the motion of the
droplets. The viscous dissipation as the droplet rolls
across the substrate is balanced by the free energy change
in moving across the surface energy gradient [10].
Assume for simplicity that the droplet has the shape of
a rectangloid of height hd and sides X0 (parallel to the
direction x of motion) and L; this model is slightly
artificial but contains the essential features. Then, in
moving a distance �x (in a time �t), the work w done
on the droplet is given by w � Fd�x, where Fd is the net
force on the droplet given by Fd � jL���x� 	 ��x

X0��j; the term in square brackets is the difference �� �
X0�@�=@x� in substrate surface tension � across the foot-
print X0 of the droplet. Gathering terms gives Fd �
A�@�=@x� where A � LX0 is the droplet area. Since
inertia is negligible as the droplet rolls, we expect the
driving shear stress (whose origin is in the surface-ten-
sion gradient), Fd=A � �@�=@x� to equal the viscous
stress, � � �2vd=hd��, giving vd � �hd=2���@�=@x�,
which has the form of the Marangoni velocity for a
droplet in a surface tension gradient [7,11]. Taking the
droplet to be a spherical cap of height hd gives a slightly
different prefactor (which we ignore at this level of so-
phistication). We write therefore

vd � �hd=2���@�=@x� � ��Dd=4���@�=@x�; (1a)

where the cap height hd is related to its diameter Dd as
hd � ��Dd=2�, with � a constant depending on the con-
tact angle [12]. The initial value of the droplet velocity
vd;0, just after it has calved from the dewetting rim, is
given by

vd;0 � ��Dd=4���@�=@x�0; (1b)

where we expect the initial value �@�=@x�0 to be constant
for a given liquid-liquid system. The motion of a liquid
rim on a liquid substrate has been considered in detail [3]:
Under conditions where the rim height hd is much greater
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FIG. 3. Variation of initial droplet velocities vd;0 as a function
of droplet cap diameters Dd. vd;0 is evaluated from the initial
slope of the xd�t� plots corresponding to the different droplets
[as in Fig. 1(c)]. (a) For the dOS-OEP couple (dOS-rich droplets
on OEP-rich substrate), (b) for the OEP-hOS couple (OEP-rich
droplets on hOS-rich substrate).
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than the substrate film thickness, and where the viscosity
of the substrate liquid �B > �A=", where �A is the vis-
cosity of the rim and " is the dihedral angle at the rim/
substrate interface, the liquid substrate behaves effec-
tively as a solid [3,11], i.e., stick boundary conditions
and little dissipation in the substrate film. These assump-
tions underpin Eq. (1), and are in practice close to the
conditions in our study. Thus, the droplet heights, of order
10 #m, are much larger than the substrate film thickness
(of order 200 nm). The viscosity mismatch is also ap-
proximately valid for both types of bilayers studied: for
the OEP/dOS combination, the top dewetting layer and
droplets are the less viscous dOS-rich phase, while for the
OEP/hOS combination it is the less viscous OEP-rich
phase that is on top. We note that �1="�  ca. 2–3 [13],
while (Table I) �OEP � 3:3�dOS and �hOS � 2�OEP, com-
parable to the crossover value (1=") (though the presence
of wakes following the droplets suggests that there is
some dissipation in the substrate film).

Thus, from Eq. (1b) we expect the initial velocities of
the droplets vd;0 to increase linearly with cap diameter
Dd. In Fig. 3 we plot vd;0 vs Dd for the two liquid pairs in
our study, over a range of droplet sizes [deduced from
data such as in Fig. 1(c)]: Within the scatter, the linear
relation of Eq. (1b) is indeed obeyed.

A complete picture of the droplet motion requires the
evaluation of �@�=@x�. The surface tension, ��x; t�, will
be a function of the surface composition A;S�x; t�, which
in turn will depend on the time t elapsed since the front
passed the point x (since that is the time over which
relaxation by diffusion towards A;bulk occurs). Take the
value of the surface tension difference between the
A(rich) phase (which is the phase of which the droplet
is composed) and the B(rich) phase to be ��0, and assume
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that the surface-tension difference �� between the A-rich
droplet and the substrate varies linearly with the volume
fraction A;S at the substrate surface, i.e., �� � ��0�1	
A;S�. A;S decreases from its initial value 0

A;S (cut b in
Fig. 2) as the A excess at the substrate surface diffuses
into the substrate film (Fig. 2). If the initial width of the
A-enriched surface phase at S [ just after the droplet has
calved (cut b, Fig. 2)] is d0, it will broaden by diffusion to
a value d�t� �

���������
�Dt�

p
, where D is the appropriate diffusion

coefficient; from conservation of A we expect A;S�t� �
0
A;S�d0=

���������
�Dt�

p
�. The difference ��� in �� between

adjacent times tm and tn is therefore ��� �

��0
0
A;Sd0��1=

������������
�Dtm�

p
�	 �1=

������������
�Dtn�

p
��. The correspond-

ing lateral distance �x along the substrate surface be-
tween the two positions corresponding to these times is
just vfront�tn 	 tm�, where vfront is the velocity of the
receding dewetting front. Finally, putting �@�=@x� �
����=�x� and gathering all the terms above, we find
that this gradient is given by
�@�=@x� � ��0 
0
A;S d0��1=

������������
�Dtm�

p
�	 �1=

������������
�Dtn�

p
��=�vfront�tn 	 tm��: (2)
To proceed we substitute for vfront, whose time variation is
well described by vfront � vf;0�t=tf;0�	0:5, where vf;0 and
tf;0 are characteristic values [5]. We then substitute for
�@�=@x� from Eq. (1) (recalling vd � vd;0 at t � 0) to
obtain a relation for vd � �dxd=dt�, where xd�t� is the
droplet displacement at time t, and finally we go to the
continuous limit and integrate (recalling xd � 0 at t � 0)
to obtain [14]

xd�t� � C ln�t=t0 
 1�; (3)

where C � ��Dd��0
0
A;Sd0�=�8�vf;0

�����������
Dtf;0

p
� and t0 �

C=vd;0. This is the relation we have been seeking: all
the parameters predicting xd�t� in Eq. (3) are in principle
determinable from experiment. We emphasize that since
the ratio Dd=vd;0 is constant for a given set of conditions
(liquid/liquid pair and temperature), a single value of
C=Dd � ����0

0
A;Sd0�=�8�vf;0

�����������
Dtf;0

p
� and of t0 �

�C=vd;0� should in principle fully determine the entire
range of behavior for droplet motion in any given system.
We carry out such a fit to the data for all five droplet
diameters in Fig. 1(c), as shown by the solid curves. The
values used, C=Dd � 0:44 and t0 � 62:5 min, are well
within the range of the predicted absolute magnitudes
C=Dd � 0:15–0:46 and t0 � 32–97 min for the OEP-hOS
couple of Fig. 1(c) (where the range in the predicted
values arises from the range of experimental uncertainty
in the defining parameters, particularly in the mutual
diffusion coefficient [15,16]). Bearing in mind that there
are no adjustable parameters, the predicted magnitude
and, especially, the predicted time variation of xd�t� fit
all the data very closely. Similarly good fits of predicted
to observed droplet motion xd�t� are obtained for the
liquid pair dOS/OEP (not shown). We note also that the
actual magnitude of �@�=@x�0 required to move the drop-
lets at the observed velocity is tiny: At ca. 3�
10	3 �N=m�=m [for the OEP/hOS pair, Fig. 1(c)] it is
236104-3
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some 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the gradient in
surface tension [ca. 2 �N=m�=m] required for the
Marangoni effect to initiate the liquid-liquid dewetting
at the sample edges in the first place. This also implies
that droplet asymmetry arising from contact angle vari-
ations due to changes in � along the surface is negligible.

In summary, we have found that droplets formed in the
dewetting process of partially miscible liquid films that
dewet via the formation of a front continue to move for
extended periods in the direction of the receding front
with a velocity that decays with time. We attribute this to
a surface energy gradient arising from progressive relaxa-
tion of the surface composition towards its equilibrium
value following the dewetting, balanced by viscous dis-
sipation in the rolling droplets. A model based on these
ideas enables us to calculate, with no adjustable parame-
ters, the absolute values of the spontaneous droplet
displacement xd�t� and its variation with time. The pre-
dictions of the model, that vd;0 increases linearly with the
droplet size and that xd�t� varies logarithmically with
time, are closely consistent with our observations.
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